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Abstract/Summary:

In E-commerce, high-quality category pages are the strongest
drivers for keyword rankings, visibility, and traﬃc. For online shopowners it is essential to optimize the category pages with useful
features and content that answer the relevant questions of users.
Automated content generation oﬀers the possibility to generate highquality category descriptions on a keyword basis.
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PART A
The importance of Category pages for
Online Shops, from an SEOPerspective
Björn Darko is the Author of Part A “The importance of category pages for
Online shops, from an SEO perspective“. He is Head of Global SEO at VisualMeta GmbH and Podcast Founder & Host of SEOPRESSO.
This White paper is aimed at Operators of E-Commerce Companies, Online
Shops in particular, classifieds portal and marketplace operators and explains
the importance of category pages in the customer journey. On the one hand,
category pages are crucial entry pages for users; on the other hand, they play an
important role for site operators in structuring the web shops and inventorying the
products.
From an SEO perspective, category pages have the following important
functions:
1. They give the user Orientation at a stage in which users do not yet know exactly
what they want.
2. They serve as a Distribution page on which the product inventory can be
grouped into one category. Likewise, they thus correspond to the aisle or shelf in
a local store.
3. They are important Pillars in the Information architecture of the website and
thus give search engines a better understanding of the taxonomy and inventory.
For user orientation in particular, I see content as the biggest lever for conversions
and sales, alongside product quality and inventory. In the future, category pages must
be designed more as sales consultants. For example, users want a washing machine,
but they don't know exactly which one suits them. Is it a Miele with a touch screen, a
Siemens with a drying function, etc.?
The category page must provide the decisive information that users need at this
moment for decision-making, answer the necessary questions, and thus convince
them to buy.
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This white paper is meant to be food for thought on how to handle category pages in
the future that need more focus, better features, and better content.

Status Quo of Category Pages in ECommerce
Categories are Drivers for Search Visibility
Category pages are the strongest drivers for Keyword Rankings, Visibility &
Traﬃc. A study conducted by JumpFly & SEO Clarity in 2020, examined 30 top ecommerce sites in the US that collectively rank for over 25 billion keywords. The goal
of the study: which pages perform better? Product detail pages or category pages?
The result for over 27 of the top e-commerce players: Categories outperform
Product detail pages. 19% more ranking keywords, 413% more estimated traffic
and 32% more traffic potential. The only exceptions were in the electronics sector,
where more specific long-tail keywords are searched for (e.g. LG Smart TV 55 inch)
and Amazon, whose product detail pages also go strongly into the long-tail.

It is worth taking a look at the distribution of visibility in Germany. Even here, we
quickly see that for the big players, such as eBay, Zalando or Otto, the backbone of
their visibility is their category pages.
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Otto.de
The category pages Women Furniture and Technology are the strongest drivers of
organic visibility. Product detail pages (otto.de/p/) contribute only 4.44%, based on
the Searchmetrics analysis tool.

!
The visibility graphs of the individual directories of otto.de. (Source: Searchmetrics)

eBay.de
The situation is similar with eBay.de. The category directory (ebay.com/b/...) is by far
the strongest factor, followed by the product directories (ebay.com/itm/... &
ebay.com/p/...).

!
The visibility graphs of the individual directories of ebay.de. (Source: Searchmetrics)
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zalando.de
At zalando.de, the Women’s category is the strongest, followed by shoes.

!
The visibility graphs of the individual directories of zalando.de. (Source: Searchmetrics)

SEO Best Practices
Category pages play an enormously important role, both in the Acquisition of
Traﬃc via generic and highly searched Keywords (such as iPhone, PlayStation
5, lawnmower), and in the Page Structure (the taxonomy). They help users to make
a choice and then, if optimized correctly, lead to the right purchase decision.
From an SEO perspective, these are among the most important aspects of best
practices for category pages.

1. Category pages in the taxonomy
2. URL Structure
3. Meta Information and Page title
4. Category text
5. Menu Structure

4
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Category Pages in the Taxonomy
Taxonomy comes from the Greek and means “Order and Law”. It is a Process by
which objects are classified into categories or classes. The way you approach
the categorization of an online store not only affects how quickly users find a product
(usability), but also how Google understands what your website is about. Structuring
this as efficiently and clearly as possible helps Google crawl and index the pages.
Basically, there should be a logical path from the homepage to category to subcategory to product. Ideally, the products should be accessible within three to a
maximum of five clicks (if there is a compelling need for further sub-categorization).
Further selection (colors, size, etc.) should be offered via filter options on the category
pages.

!
Example of the structure of a categorization. (Source: bigcommerce.com)

From the user's point of view, a helpful categorization can either start with the gender
selection and then go into the individual product categories, as Zalando does, for
example.

!
Example of a category structure with gender selection. (Source: bigcommerce.com)
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Alternatively, the categorization can start from the product category and end with
gender selection.

!
Example of categorization with the selection of products. (Source: bigcommerce.com)

Filter options on the category pages should help users to further specify the products
according to special properties, such as size, color. Here, it is important to exclude
filter URLs for indexing by Google and to index only deliberately if, for example, there
is a high search volume (Demand) (e.g. black Levis T-shirts).

!
Side menu with filter options on a category page at otto.de. (Source: otto.de)
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URL Structure
Once the taxonomy is in place, this influences the URL structure in particular. This
should reflect the categorization as part of the architecture. A logical and descriptive
structure is enormously important and is also one of the best practices in SEO. Name
the URL exactly the same as the categories and rely on speaking URLs.
If we go from the home page to the Level I category, the URL structure should look
like this.
ihredomain.de/women‘s-shoes/
If we go to a Level II category, the URL structure should look like this:
ihredomain.de/women‘s-shoes/high-heels/

Page Title and Meta Description

Page Title
As with any website, Meta Information and Page titles are among the best
practices and must-haves for online shops. Accordingly, a reasonable page title
should be provided for each category page. The page title not only serves Google
but, together with the meta description, forms the result that Google provides to
users on the search results page. The search results page is, as it were, the
advertising poster and its page title together with the meta description of your ad.

!
Example of a search result from aboutyou.de including page title and meta description. (Source:
google.de)

Here, the title should necessarily contain the target keyword, in the transactional area
a so-called Buy-Cycle Modifier (an expression that thematizes buying) or modifier, as
well as the brand name.
For example: Keyword | Buy Cycle Modifier | Brand
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The Modifier is any part that can be replaced as needed. Here are concrete
examples of a category page for summer dresses:
Summer Dresses | Fashionable buy cheap online | ihrshop.de
Summer dresses | Trends 2021 online buy | ihrshop.de
Summer dresses | Order online for immediate delivery | ihrshop.de
The composition of your title is derived from your categorization, your business goal
(such as selling online, generating leads etc.) and the related keyword variations
(Cheap Summer Dresses, Fashionable Summer Dresses, Summer Dresses Trends
2021). A keyword research, with an appropriate tool, will give you a good overview.

Meta Description
The page title and the meta description together influence how often and how many
users click on their result in the Google search results in relation to the impressions
on Google. This then results in the Click-Through-Rate (CTR). While you can
focus on keyword, Buy Cycle Modifier and Brand in the page title as mentioned
above, the Meta Description helps you to display further information and use
them for advertising. These include, for example: payment options, return policy, or
a selection of other items in your shop. Basically, everything here that helps users to
perceive your result as the right one and ultimately convinces them to click is useful.

Headings
The main heading (H1 or Heading 1) should also contain the Focus-Keyword. Here,
too, it helps users and search engines alike. The heading primarily serves as an
orientation whether users are on the right page. Search engines also go over the
heading when "scanning" the page and use it as a comparison with other elements
to classify the page thematically.
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Zalando category page for women's shoes with main heading (H1) Shoes for women. (Source:
zalando.com)

Category Texts
Category texts or footer texts are a long and hotly debated topic in the SEO industry.
Most category pages have text at the bottom of the page. This text is important from
an SEO point of view, but this form does not really offer any added value for users.
One thing is certain, textual content on category pages helps Google with the
Indexing and Ranking of Category Pages. This has been shown by our own tests
and many case studies from the industry. For example, a large, internationally active
online furniture shop once accidentally deleted category texts for certain product
categories. The result was that the shop immediately lost rankings. These were only
restored when the texts were reintegrated on the category pages.
For Google, it is also important to find a good balance between the display of
products and text. Too much text could lead to Google ranking this page in the
information-based context.
Later, I will discuss how the category page should be understood and designed, in
order to replace a sales consultant today. In particular, I'll look at how text can be
integrated into category pages so that it helps users make their choices in the allimportant intention phase.

9
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Menu Structure
If the categories are one of the most important pages of an online shop, they belong
in the homepage menu. Here, too, SEO opinions differ about quantity vs. quality. I
recommend having the user in mind, to consider seasonality and trends and to keep
the menu structure dynamic with a mixture of store perspective, fundamental
categories (electronics, bedding, garden etc.), seasonal topics (bikini fashion in
summer, snowboards in winter) and trends (mouth guards, fidget spinners etc.) or to
adjust them repeatedly, if necessary.

"
Menu structure (Source: idealo.de)

The menu structure is an important entry point for users who enter the URL directly.
Google also assumes that the most important pages are linked and evaluates them
accordingly. Every page that is linked has a priority character from the user’s and
Google’s perspective.
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Category Pages in the Customer
Journey
Anyone who paid attention in marketing lectures during their studies has heard of the
AIDA principle (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action).
The AIDA principle is a stage model for advertising eﬀectiveness, which the
customer should go through in order to finally decide to make a purchase. Basically, it
can be stated that category pages play a role, particularly in the "Attention" and
"Interest" phase. Product detail pages in the “Desire” & “Action” phase.
The model has been adapted by Google for search and divided into so-called MicroMoments after internal research.

Micro-Moments
In search engine optimization, we speak of Search engine optimization or User
Intention. In search intention, Google distinguishes between different types of
searches and categorizes them into so-called micro-moments, which can be applied
to the AIDA principle.
Attention: I want to know Moments
Interest: I want to go Moments
Desire: I want to do Moments
Action: I want to buy Moments

!
The four pillars of Google's Micro-Moments. (Source: Google)
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Google evaluates the Micro-Moments on the basis of the phase in which users are
when they perform a search, in particular, which intention is behind this search. The
micro-moments can be divided into four diﬀerent search intentions:
1. I want to know Moments aka information-based searches (users: looking for
information = How to build a raised bed? iPhone or Samsung Galaxy?)
2. I want to go Moments aka locally-based search (users: want to go to a specific
location = Pizzeria Mannheim, hairdresser near me)
3. I want to do Moments aka action-based search (download an app, Ok Google,
call mom, etc.)
4. I want to buy Moments aka transaction-based search (users want to buy
something, but need help with what to buy or how (buy iPhone, download white
paper, etc.)
Especially in the phases “I want to do Moments” and “I want to buy Moments”, a
category page is enormously important, also for Google, because in the phase in
which users only know they need a washing machine, search results are played out,
of which Google knows, here users can choose from different washing machines and
/ or further refine their search.
A category page is highly important in the phase in which users do not yet know
specifically (Long-tail) what they really want. They know they need a washing
machine, but they don't know which one is the right one (top loader, Miele with dryer
function, etc.). That's why a category page at this point should be designed to
answer the user's questions and convince them that they are on the right page, in the
right store, with the right brand for a purchase.
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Category pages as sales consultants
The Ideal
Category pages must support users in their decision-making and answer the
relevant questions of the users. This can be done via the inventory. The
competition also has inventory, so this is not a clear USP of a category page.
But what can lead to stand out from the competition is the design of the product
(order, features, etc.), the usability (how do users find their way around) and the
textual content. In my opinion, many online shops need to rethink the design of
category pages. They need to be in harmony between users, needs, usability and the
presentation of the inventory.

Best Practices
In the following, I would like to show some examples of category pages that, in my
opinion, represent exactly what users need in the decisive phase of their intention: a
Sales Consultation!

1. Kitchens at Moemax.de
A search for kitchens shows kitchens at kitchens at Moemax in the first, organic
position. A look at the site shows how flexible Moemax is in accommodating its
users.
First, users get to choose from three essential features. Do they want to create a
design on a 3D planner, simulate what their kitchen could look like with the help of a
kitchen planner, or make an appointment directly to discuss the kitchen design with
an expert?
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!
Selection of three valuable features, on the category page for kitchens at moemax.de (source:
moemax.de)

Next, users can use links to more precisely select which type of kitchen they are
looking for: complete kitchens, built-in appliances or small kitchen appliances?

!
Choices of kitchen types on the category page for kitchens on moemax.co.uk. (Source: moemax.de)

This is followed by a well-integrated text that tells users what they can find at
Moemax if the selection above has not yet yielded anything.
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!
Descriptive text on the category page for Kitchens on moemax.co.uk. (Source: moemax.de)

Users have the options of either filling out a checklist that can serve as preparation for
the appointment or making further refinements in the decision-making phase such as
choosing between a kitchen block or a custom built-in kitchen.

!
Checklist and more selection options on the category page for kitchens on moemax.de. (Source:
moemax.de)

The topics presented go as far as detailed information about storage space systems
in drawers, etc. and the category page covers the topic of kitchens as a whole very
well. It is noteworthy at this point that the topics are not repeated, but systematically
go into more and more detail.

15
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!
More options for storage systems on the category page for kitchens on moemax.de. (Source:
moemax.de)

If you look at the Content Score* using Searchmetrics Content Experience, you can
quickly see that Moemax has created a comprehensive and valuable category page
with 90%, covers all important topics and answers relevant questions of the users.
*The Content Score represents how comprehensively content addresses a topic. It is based on four
components: Word Count, Sentence Structure, Keyword Coverage, and Repetitions. The higher the
Content Score, the better the coverage of the topic in question.

!
Content Score calculation in Searchmetrics Content Experience for the category page for kitchens on
moemax.de. (Source: searchmetrics)
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2. Pool Surrounding at Hornbach
A search for "Pool surround" on google.de displays the category page "Pool
surround" from Hornbach as the first organic result.
A look at the page shows that Hornbach provides users with a link to a helpful guide.
helpful guide directly in the visible area. The guide also links back to the page.

!
Above-the-fold guide text on the category page for "Pool surround" at hornbach.de (source:
hornbach.de)

At this point, the advantages and disadvantages of various materials are described
and specific tips are given.

!
Guide page on the topic of pool surround on hornbach.de. (Source: hornbach.de)
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For example, the number of stones needed for round or rectangular "pool surrounds"
are tabulated and valuable tips are given on how to build "pool surrounds" yourself.

!
Tabular list of stones required for different pool sizes. (Source: hornbach.de)

This is a very helpful article for pool starters in particular, as it helps them to select
which of Hornbach's products might be right for them.
Hornbach thus gives users the opportunity to obtain comprehensive information
before they make a selection of different materials, for example, and thus move
further down the sales funnel towards the transaction. This concept with an advisory
character is very helpful from the user's point of view.
Here, too, the Searchmetrics Content Experience shows a Content Score of 92%.

!
Content Score calculation in the Searchmetrics Content Experience for the "Pool Surround" guide on
hornbach.de. (Source: searchmetrics)
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These two examples are suitable to be updated again and again. In principle, of
course, all types of text in an online shop should be up to date, but category texts in
particular should be kept especially active. New trends, products or product
innovations, seasonal changes, new user questions, as well as updated manufacturer
information always provide opportunities for this. Many tests have shown that the
continuous updating of texts has a great impact on the Google ranking.

Text Automation for Category Pages
Text automation is used in e-commerce, especially on product detail pages. This is an
understandable and logical step, with several thousand or even millions of products
that have particularly large pages in their inventory, because manual writing of URLs
is almost impossible.
There are a number of examples of successful automation of product texts:
MyTheresa has already successfully increased Rankings by up to 20 Positions
within six months. Schäfer Shop and Akku Sys have Increased their
Conversion Rates through the automated writing of product pages.
Well-structured and complete product data is a prerequisite for the writing of several
thousand product pages at the push of a button.
But what does automated writing look like for category pages? If category pages are
to serve as sales aids, store operators need much more than structured product
data.
In addition to practical aids such as 3D kitchen planners, configurators, etc., category
texts must also offer what users need in their intention phase. To do this, keyword
data must be researched, relevant questions from users must be answered,
comparisons to similar products must be made, special use cases must be
described, and the tone of the relevant target group must be struck.
Another great advantage of automation is the updating of texts mentioned above. If
there are new keyword trends, new manufacturer information, product innovations,
questions from users, an automated update over several hundred or thousand
categories can not only make work easier. Rather, it can be used to ensure that all
categories are always up to date – as long as the systems are set up correctly and
are continuously fed with the latest data. Keeping such a central overview of updates
manually in Excel, for example, is extremely time-consuming.
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So if you manage to bring together structured product data with a tool that prepares
keyword data, trend data and relevant questions on a topic in a structured manner
and then create relevant “Sales advisors” from this, you are close to the step of
automating good and relevant Category Texts.
Technologies such as GPT-3 from Open AI can be promising here. Tests by AX
Semantics and uNaice also show that, for example, category texts in particular can
be created automatically from structured product data and the enhancement of
keyword data, using Searchmetrics Content Experience’s API. In addition to product
data, the texts also cover relevant keywords. Definitely a promising approach.

Summary
Category pages are important drivers for visibility, keyword rankings and traffic. They
help users in particular in a phase in which they have a purchase intention, but have
not yet decided exactly which product is the right one.
The right Categorization (Taxonomy) is crucial for the page structure, so that users
and search engines alike can find their way around. The most important categories
should be linked in the homepage menu and products should be accessible in no
more than three clicks if possible. Page title, meta description, heading, filter
functions and text are best practices and should be optimized.
Users can choose between your shop and that of the competitors. They will buy
where they receive the best advice, where their questions are answered, and where
their doubts are cleared up. This means that online shop operators have to rethink
category pages from now on.
Away from the simple distribution page with category text at the bottom of the page,
towards useful Features and content, that answer the relevant Questions of the
users and accompany them to Experience and learn about a Product category.
This content should be constantly updated and adapted to the needs of the users.
Moemax.de, hornbach.de and many others already work with such content and help
users to find their way around complex topics such as kitchen planning or pool
construction with relevant content and useful features such as 3D configurators,
overview tables, etc.
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Automated writing of these category pages can work by combining structured
product data with keyword data, trend data and relevant questions from users. With
AX Semantics and uNaice, it is possible to perform the writing and updating of
several hundred and thousand categories at the push of a button.
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PART B
Automated Keyword-based Writing
of Category Pages
uNaice GmbH is the Author of Part B “Automated Keyword-based category
writing“. The company specializes in digitization and automation solutions and is an
expert in the field of automated keyword-based category page writing.
Category pages have a higher priority than is often assumed. An online store can gain
a lot of additional traffic through them: Many potential customers use category pages
to find products and thus generate even more Traﬃc than Product pages.
Additionally, more Visibility can be achieved with good category page texts. The
problem is that good category pages require an enormous maintenance cost: The
interests of online shop operators are subject to constant change and so are their
search queries. In addition, there is a permanently changing assortment in the online
shop and changing requirements on the part of search engines.
However, category pages are often written only once and then never edited again.
This leads to Outdated Category pages, which affects the visibility of the online
shop. In addition, these outdated category pages no longer transmit up-to-date or
even incorrect information to search engines, which is why a large number of online
shops do not appear in the searches that are relevant for them.
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An automated writing of Category pages based on Keywords allows existing
content to be updated with new and current Keywords as often as desired and
thus to react to short-term changes in a matter of seconds. The enormous
maintenance effort is thus reduced close to zero and the webshop is permanently
ranked on the top positions.
The effects of updated and adapted category pages are quickly and clearly visible: In
some cases, a growth in Visibity of 80% could be achieved.
The following chapter gives reasons why keyword-based text automation of category
pages is worthwhile. Thereafter, the general procedure of automated writing is
presented.

Return on Investment – Reasons Why
Automated Keyword-Based Writing of
Category Pages is Worthwhile
If implemented correctly, SEO-relevant category pages offer a great opportunity to
gain a competitive advantage and can thus directly contribute to the company's
success.
There is a lot of competition in e-commerce, which is why visibility and good search
functions are very important for online shops. The better the visibility, the more likely
customers are to enter a web store.
The visibility of an online shop is largely determined by category pages. The problem
or the diﬃculty of good category pages is summarized here again:
•

higher manual maintenance effort

•

quickly become outdated

•

time-consuming and costly

•

largely receive little attention

•

bad search functions
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As a result, many companies avoid the topic of category pages and do not use the
great potential for themselves. This has a negative impact on the visibility of the
webshop, which in turn has a direct influence on the company's success.
Advantages of automated writing of category pages:
•

Quick response to changes in search behavior

•

Quick inclusion of new keywords

•

Quick change of the output

•

Rapid development of international markets

24
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The Process
In order for SEO-relevant category pages to be created and maintained automatically,
structured data must be available at category level that covers all relevant
keywords. Structured data is the foundation of successful e-commerce businesses.
They drive conversions and make customers happy because they find what they are
looking for.
Automated content writing also works on the basis of structured data. They are the
basis on which unique texts are automatically generated.
Automated keyword-based writing of category pages always takes place in three
steps:
1. Creation of category attributes
2. Creation of an intelligent Ontology
3. Concept and content writing

Automated keyword-based writing of category pages in three steps

Creation of Category Attributes
For any project, data in some form is needed first. There are three different ways to
collect data:
•

own data sources of the online shop

•

by merging product data of the respective category

•

keywords research
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Provision by Customers
The first and easiest way to obtain data is that the Online Shop Operator already
has structured Category level data and can use it. A distinction is important here:
there is usually product-level data that contains only information about the products,
and there is also category-level data that contains information about product groups
and the category. For the automated writing of Category pages, the category level
data is needed.
However, many store operators do not yet have structured data at category level, so
data must be collected by other means.
Merging of Product Data of the Respective Category
The second option is to merge product data from existing data. Machine learning
techniques are used to extract relevant inventory data from any source, such as
tables and texts. Product-level data sets, for example, which can be combined into
category data, serve as the basis for this.

Existing product data can be combined into category data

Keywords Research
The third way to obtain data is by researching relevant keywords. The search for
relevant keywords is carried out using well-known keyword research tools.
How exactly the research of keywords for the automated writing of category pages
works will be explained later.
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Creation of an Intelligent Ontology
Many store operators do not have cleanly structured data, but only unstructured
data, such as whole text sections. Since text automation cannot use unstructured
data, it must first be structured in a second step and thus brought into a machinereadable format. To do this, an intelligent ontology is created from the data provided
using the data enhancement service “Data Studio”. In contrast to a rigid table, an
intelligent ontology - i.e. a conceptual data model - is a method from the field of
artificial intelligence that is based on rules and draws on a huge pool of empirical
data.
The creation of an intelligent ontology is also done in three steps:
•

Structuring the data

•

Enhancing the Data

•

Integration of flexible keywords

The data is assigned to diﬀerent attributes, structured and enriched. The
assignment is subject to a clear set of rules that was created in advance. The
integration of flexible keywords makes it possible to make changes and thus react at
short notice to changes in the search behavior of customers or in the products of the
online shop.

Creation and Implementation of a Concept
After an intelligent ontology has been created, it must be exported to a file that can
be used for programming, such as an Excel file or a JSON feed. This forms the basis
for automated content writing.
A text concept is then created and implemented in the AX-Semantics Cloud. Each
automatically generated text claims:
•

keywords at SEO-relevant places in the text

•

grammatical and stylistic correctness

•

high flexibility and variance

This procedure is standardized and is used for every automated content writing. In
the process, each rule and logic has to be created only once. New data sources
are directly converted into the desired form.
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In addition, attributes that are logical can be added automatically. New things that
cannot be mapped by logic require a new rule to be added to cover this
circumstance.
In the following, the automated writing of category pages is explained in a practical
way using two different use cases.

Example 1: Sporting Goods
Manufacturers - Keyword
Enhancement and Content
Automation
The following case shows how a well-known sporting goods manufacturer uses
automated writing of category pages on a keyword basis.
In order to optimize the search engine results, the sporting goods manufacturer
planned to implement updatable keywords into the automated text production
process.
For this purpose, the e-commerce company provided data for 1400 to 1900 category
web pages from its German, Spanish and English web stores, each with one
keyword phrase per data set.

The specific requirements for the texts with regard to keyword implementation were:
•

Output the original keyword phrase as a heading

•

Keywords and keyword phrases appear twice in the body of the text

One challenge was the lack of existing category clusters in the original data, which
are necessary for the conceptual architecture of the text automation project.
In order to establish a concept for the project at all, it was first necessary to create
category attributes. Since the content should explicitly highlight the keywords and not
the often deviating phrases used (by the brand) in URLs and other product data, the
category attributes were generated from the given keyword phrases.
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Using the data enrichment service "Data Studio", a data model could be created
from the Keyword Phrases which formed the basic structure of the text concept.
Since the data containing the keyword phrases was not structured, it was necessary
to enrich it by creating new structured attributes from the existing unstructured data.
In this way, the keywords and keyword phrases could be organically integrated into
the automated texts - grammatically correct and without stylistic restrictions in the
structure of the texts that would have significantly reduced their diversity and overall
quality.
The well-known sporting goods manufacturer provided keyword phrases such as
pink_gym_bags, which formed the basis for the automated writing of category pages.

!
On the left the keyword string and on the right the text that was created from it through data
enhancement and processing.

How interesting and informative texts could be generated from the inconspicuous
keyword phrases is explained in more detail below in 6 steps:
1. Keyword Splitting
2. Keyword Clustering
3. Content Writing
4. Integration of flexible Keywords
5. Text Attributes
6. Internationalization
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Keyword Splitting
The initial situation was that URLs of the online stores were available, from which
keyword phrases were first extracted. A keyword phrase consists of several
keywords that obviously belong together. In the case of the sporting goods
manufacturer, these are keyword phrases such as pink_gym_bags, basketball_shirts
or white_t-shirts_for_women.
n this way, all relevant keywords were extracted. However, since the keyword phrases
in this form still contain several keywords and an attribute may only contain one
statement at a time for automated writing of category pages, these first had to be
split into individual Keywords and Duplicates removed.
Through the separation of the keyword phrases, or through the so-called Keyword
Splitting many individual keywords were then available. However, the keywords were
still unsorted at that point. For the writing of category pages, the individual,
unstructured keywords had to be sorted and processed in an intelligent Ontology.
For this purpose, the keywords were assigned to structured attributes in the Data
Processing Tool “Data Studio”.
A separate rule was created for each keyword, resulting in a comprehensive set of
rules. A rule contains information that makes an automated assignment of the
keywords possible.

The individual, unstructured keywords are sorted and processed in an intelligent ontology

Please note: The keyword phrases are extracted from the URLs, then split into
individual keywords, and then sorted into an intelligent ontology.
A total of 14 new attributes from keyword phrases were created for the sporting
goods manufacture.
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Keyword Clustering
An individual rule was defined for each keyword, which made it possible to respond
to special requirements, learn with each new upload and to output the terms as
desired by the shop operator.
For example: rules have already been defined for the keyword phrases
pink_gymbags and green_shirts. A new keyword phrase pink_shirts could also be
automatically split and assigned based on the existing set of rules. In this way, the
intelligent ontology can be fed with new phrases and extended with new rules as
often as needed. Keyword phrases can be split and assigned automatically based on
the existing rule sets.

Keyword phrases can be split and automatically assigned based on existing rule sets.

However, the restructured data still did not contain category attributes due to lack
of information base. Therefore, category clusters were created in the next step. A
category cluster contains data objects with similar attributes.
A 3-level category structure was created based on the keyword phrases. On the
first level there are three main categories, which have been supplemented by two
further levels, the associated sub-categories. The three main categories, according
to the basic structure of the webshop were, accessories, clothing and shoes.
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3-level category structure based on keyword phrases

Preliminary results: The original data was enriched with 14 additional structured
text attributes and organized on a 3-level ontology. An additional “Leaf Category”
ensured that the correct rules were applied and that the text for the product was
output correctly.
All data was clustered and enriched in “Data Studio”. In order for the ontology to be
usable for programming, the data structure had to be exported to a readable file in a
next step. This file formed the data basis for the automated writing of category
pages. The data structure was exported for programming.

!
The data structure was exported for programming.
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Content Writing
After the data was prepared and enriched, the desired texts could be generated from
it. The resulting texts are up to 600 words long and contain the corresponding
complete keyword phrase, twice, as desired. In addition, individual parts of the
keyword phrase appear organically embedded in the text.

"
The texts contain the corresponding complete keyword phrase twice, as requested by the customer.

Through data enhancement, information was obtained that was not previously
included in the keyword phrase. From pink_gym_bags, a text could be generated
that included other relevant keywords, such as accessories. In addition, secondary
information was supplied by the customer, which could also be incorporated into the
texts.
The advantage: It is a fully automated loop in which input from the customer is
supplied in the form of new keyword phrases, the keyword phrases are imported into
Data Studio, where they go through the underlying set of rules and are generated into
SEO-relevant Texts in the AX NLG Cloud.
Thanks to the clustering of category attributes, the resulting content is also
category-specific and scalable.
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Integration of Flexible Keywords
The requirements for category pages are constantly changing, in order to be able to
react quickly to such changes, all keywords were kept flexible by an individually
adjustable set of rules.
An example: If "baby towels" is searched for on one day and "towels for babies" on
another day, the category texts can be adjusted immediately and the online shop can
be positioned stably in the top ranking.

Text Attributes
All completely-generated texts were additionally provided with text attributes. Text
attributes such as "bold", "underlined", "strong" or "italic" are used to emphasize
relevant words in a text. The attributes make words stand out visually and convey
greater importance to users and search engines. Relevant keywords were
therefore given a text attribute. In addition, the texts were provided with internal links
for the benefit of the internal linking structure. A varied and interesting text was
created based on the keywords.

!
A varied and interesting text is created based on the keywords.

In this way, numerous unique, SEO-relevant and varied texts for different output
channels were automatically generated in the AX NLG Cloud.
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Internationalization
The automated category pages were also to be implemented for other languages.
For this purpose, the texts were not simply translated, but the set of rules was
adapted individually for each language. As a result, the texts were localized and
adapted to the linguistic diﬀerences in the target market The rules and
regulations were translated exclusively by native-speaking translators.
Let's illustrate this with an example: The search behavior in Spain differs from that in
Mexico, although Spanish is the national language in both countries. In Spain, people
search for "zapatillas," which means "sneakers," whereas in Latin America they
search for "tenis," which means "sneakers.
A simple translation without localization using well-known translation tools would
have had a negative impact on the visibility of the online shop.
The result: the sporting goods manufacturer's online shop was given a specific
search function, so that in future it will be possible to filter by all product categories
and customers will be able to find what they are looking for.
A company with similar requirements for automated category page writing was able
to achieve Visibility growth of over 80% in this way. The rankings for the
automated category pages extended beyond the primary keyword and could be
expanded to include additional, topic-related keywords, thus establishing a stable
ranking in the top positions. The keywords rank up to 20 places higher.

!
The keywords rank up to 20 places higher.
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Example 2: SEO-Relevant and
Automated Writing of Category Pages
with a Well-Known SEO Tool
The previous chapter showed how category pages could be automatically texted
based on keyword phrases. In this case, the weighting of the keywords was specified
in advance by the sporting goods manufacturer.
However, it can happen that shop operators do not yet have the relevant keywords.
How primary and secondary keywords can be found, selected and
automatically integrated if this information cannot be provided by the customer is
explained in more detail in the following example.
No visibility and conversion without SEO
Only the top rankings get the most traffic. As explained earlier, it is important to
land as high up in the search results as possible. Customers usually click on one of
the first results of the search engine. If a website does not appear on the first pages
of the well-known search engines, it will hardly generate any traffic.
In order for an online shop to appear high up in the search engine rankings, the
category pages must cover all relevant keywords.
However, with the help of one of the leading SEO tools, it is also possible to
incorporate keyword research and keyword ranking checks into the
automated writing of category pages without these having to be delivered by the
customer in advance.
In addition, the category pages generated in this way can be compared directly with
the pages of competitors. This means that category pages can be created
automatically and then checked directly with an SEO analysis.
For the automated writing of category pages without keywords, the same three steps
as in the first case were followed. Summarized here again:
1. Creation of category attributes
2. Creation of an intelligent ontology
3. Concept creation and implementation
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Keyword Research
Before the category pages were automatically texted, a keyword research was first
carried out in order to subsequently transfer these into category attributes.
Using a well-known SEO tool, all relevant variations related to the primary Keyword
balenciaga handtaschen(handbags) in Germany were searched for and listed. The
search volume indicates the number of monthly search queries for a single keyword.
In addition, the seasonality of the search volume is output, which is particularly
useful for seasonal products such as sandals or winter jackets. The tool determines
how high the search volume of the keyword is in the different months or seasons.
The search with the SEO tool has shown that keywords such as balenciaga
tasche(bag) or balenciaga city bag are other relevant keywords and must be
considered accordingly in the category text.

!
The SEO tool lists all relevant keywords based on the search volume

Keyword Splitting, Clustering and Data Enhancement
With the SEO tool, all relevant keywords were identified in this way, on the basis of
which a keyword list could be created. The keywords were sorted into must-have
keywords, recommended keywords and additional keywords based on their
relevance. This list serves as the basis for the data preparation.
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!
All relevant keywords were collected in a keyword list

As in the first case, this data did not initially have a usable structure either, which is
why the keywords had to be ordered in an intelligent ontology here as well. To do
this, the rigid table was exported from the tool and combined in the Data Studio
data tool. The keywords were assigned to the various attributes and a
comprehensive set of rules was created.
Here, too, the ontology and the associated set of rules had to be created only once.
The intelligent system always uses already completed, topic-related data sorting
and can be expanded to include new rules if necessary.
This resulted in a data set that served as the basis for the automated writing of
category pages.
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!
The keywords are sorted using an intelligent ontology.

Content Experience
Based on the now structured data a text concept was created and the texts
generated in AX NLG Cloud.
The finished texts were then imported into the SEO tool and checked for their SEO
relevance. With the help of the tool, it was possible to determine whether the texts
contained all relevant keywords and how the text scored overall.
The text generated in this way was able to achieve a score of 93% percent and thus
meet all SEO criteria.

!
The text generated in this way achieved a content score of 93% percent.
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